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Manage the routing and effects of
up to 32 separate instruments with
'Mutant DSP Router'. Just drag and
drop the plug-in onto your project
track, select which instrument
should have its reverb effect
routed to the 'Mutant Reverb' plug-
in by using the drop-down menu
and go to work tweaking the
routing and effects settings to
create the perfect sound. Mute the
original signal with 'Mutant Reverb
Mute' plug-in, optionally, add some
harmonics on the wet signal with
'Mutant Reverb Harmonic' plug-in
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and use the 'Mutant Reverb' effect
to create a deep, lush and
transparent reverb sound. 'Mutant
Reverb Delay' is a host-synced
delay plugin with a built-in ducker,
perfect for vocal processing and
many other applications. In the
studio, it's easy to losecount of the
number of times you haveto set up
convoluted sidechain and
compression routing, just to
achieve a ducked delay forvocal
lines. 'Mutant Reverb is a mono-to-
stereo reverb plugin with a built-in
ducker; perfect for vocals,
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percussion, synths and many other
applications where you need
precise control of reverb tails.
Adding reverb to sounds gives
warmth, character and places the
sound in a real-world space.
However, big problems arise when
a reverb tail masks the clarity of
the original signal, resulting in a
muddy and undefined sound.
Mutant Reverb is the solution, in
just a couple of clicks, you can
duck the reverb processing out of
the way of the original audio
without any complicated side-chain
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or compression routing. Just plug
and play.' Mutant Reverb is a mono-
to-stereo reverb plugin with a built-
in ducker; perfect for vocals,
percussion, synths and many other
applications where you need
precise control of reverb tails.
Adding reverb to sounds gives
warmth, character and places the
sound in a real-world space.
However, big problems arise when
a reverb tail masks the clarity of
the original signal, resulting in a
muddy and undefined sound.
Mutant Reverb is the solution, in
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just a couple of clicks, you can
duck the reverb processing out of
the way of the original audio
without any complicated side-chain
or compression routing. Just plug
and play.
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Mutant Reverb V1.0.1 WiN.MAC RETAiL

Based on hundreds of diverse
feedback patches and running in

parallel, this modern reverb
emulates the warm and expressive
space of large halls, concert halls

and other large reverberant rooms.
With up to 10 high quality and

controllable acoustic reflections
inside the studio, there's room to
work with. Combined with all-new
high-quality convolution reverbs,

true-analog space ambience is now
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easier to achieve than ever. What's
more, the reverb is totally free of
phase issues. It's truly plug-and-

play. 'Mutant Reverb is a mono-to-
stereo reverb plugin with a built-in

ducker; perfect for vocals,
percussion, synths and many other

applications where you need
precise control of reverb tails.
Adding reverb to sounds gives

warmth, character and places the
sound in a real-world space.

However, big problems arise when
a reverb tail masks the clarity of
the original signal, resulting in a
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muddy and undefined sound.
Mutant Reverb is the solution, in

just a couple of clicks you can duck
the reverb processing out of the
way of the original audio without

any complicated side-chain or
compression routing. Just plug and
play.' All the modulation mayhem
does come at cost, though. The
developer does not hide the fact

that Phase Mutant generates
inevitable latency. Depending on
the settings, it ranges between 1

and 50 ms. This cannot be avoided
because the plug-in always has to
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look ahead in the audio stream. Be
mindful of that when introducing
the plug-in to latency-sensitive

projects. 'MuPeXI: Mutant Peptide
eXtractor and Informer. Given a list
of somatic mutations (VCF file) as

input, MuPeXI returns a table
containing all mutated peptides
(neo-peptides) of user-defined

lengths, along with several pieces
of information relevant for

identifying which of these neo-
peptides are likely to serve as neo-

epitopes.' 5ec8ef588b
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